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IT’S ALL
ABOUT
LIFE

Our Mission: To support and empower people
living with or affected by HIV/AIDS and to work
toward the elimination of HIV infection and its stigma
in all Alaskan communities.

A MESSAGE FROM THE

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR & BOARD PRESIDENT
The mission of the Four A’s could not be accomplished without the Four A’s staff
who are in the office every day ensuring we serve community members living with
HIV/AIDS who need our support, and working to prevent HIV and other infectious
diseases for those most at risk. Our clients often face many roadblocks and struggles in
their lives, and all staff are there to assist them in making their lives a little better and a little
easier. Four A’s has 15 staff members, and it is always amazing how our small staff manages
to accomplish so much. Most of our clients don’t realize how fortunate they are to have such
experienced and dedicated program staff; it takes all staff to keep our programs functioning
successfully and to provide the greatest benefits to support the best interests of our clients.
That said, the last year has been a tough one. The last thing any agency expects is to learn one of its
staff members has stolen from the agency and clients they seemingly cared so much about. As leaders
of a non-profit agency, it is hard to think that you can’t trust your employees. It was a tough lesson
to learn for our staff, our Four A’s clients, and the larger community. It gave us all pause: it created
distrust and sadness for some of our clients; it created much more work/stress for certain employees;
and it involved recognizing and ensuring the confidence and trust of those who support the Four
A’s as funders, donors, volunteers, or community members. It was heartening to see so many of our
supporters step up and ask how they could help, who let us know they still supported Four A’s and
expressed their sadness this had happened to our beloved agency. It made for a tough and stressful
year on many levels, but we are resilient!
Four A’s also had good news this year! We grew our staff to 15 members, expanded funding for Four
A’s Syringe Access Program by more than $180,000, received additional funding for client housing,
and increased our donor list by adding an additional 174 new donors. We continued to make changes
within the agency, including revising processes and policies to strengthen the foundation of Four A’s.
During the last year, we also began using the FileHold system – scanning both client records and
financial documents to move toward electronic records. And we have managed to identify new
funding streams and donors in spite of these difficult economic times.
Much of what we have been able to accomplish is due to your unwavering support, even in the face
of adversity. It is thanks to your belief in Four A’s that we persevere and will continue to provide the
highest quality of care and service to our communities for the long term. For us, that means that
people with HIV will live longer, healthier lives. Hundreds of clients will continue to benefit from our
medical case management, housing, transportation, mental health/substance abuse counseling and
other support services. We will continue to provide effective HIV prevention and education services,
especially to those affected by addiction. We will continue to make sure all who use our services
are treated with the dignity and respect they deserve. We will continue to fight against the stigma
associated with HIV/AIDS. And we will continue to ensure HIV/AIDS stays on people’s minds.
On behalf of the clients we serve, and the staff and Board of Four A’s, we express our gratitude for
all your time and contributions. Your support does not go unrecognized. You keep Four A’s a vital and
growing agency, an agency that ensures that all those reaching out to us for services are valued as
the human beings they are, regardless of their life circumstances.

KYLE GRIFFITHS

Board President (right)
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HEATHER DAVIS

Executive Director (left)

THANK YOU FOR YOUR
GENEROSITY AND SUPPORT

STAFF SPOTLIGHT
Twenty-five years of service to one non-profit agency is incredible.
Twenty-five years of service as a Case Manager is almost unheard
of. The job of a Case Manager is not an easy one; often people burn
out after just a few years. Many people go into the field and have to
leave because of the work-related stress. And yet, Cooke has dedicated
the last 25 years of her life to the cause of those living with, and affected
by, HIV. As a Four A’s staff member, Cooke is the Lead Case Manager and
oversees the statewide AIDS Drug Assistance Program (ADAP). Every day,
Cooke shows what it means to truly believe in the mission of the organization
you work for and luckily for us, that organization is Four A’s.
In August, we celebrated Cooke’s 25th Anniversary at Four A’s. As part of that event,
we received a multitude of comments from clients and staff who had worked with her
over the years. To share a few:
“Cooke is an awesome
case manager who
keeps my best interests
in mind. I thank her for
being here for not only
myself, but for all the
clients statewide.”
– Four A’s Client

“Cooke has been instrumental in
providing outstanding services to
Four A’s clients for a quarter of a
century. Plus, she has helped shape
the Four A’s into the strong organization
it is today. We should all send her…
our thanks and appreciation.”
– Trevor Storrs, Former Four A’s
Executive Director

“I love that it is not just
about the client for Cooke,
but also remembering our
clients have families and
children that often need
assistance as well. Cooke
goes above and beyond for
our clients, every day”
– Four A’s Staff

Thank you, Cooke, for your years of service to the Four A’s. Now onward, to many more!

FINANCIAL STATS

FY18 EXPENSES

REVENUE COMPARISON
FY18
FY17
FY16

71%
education
& prevention 11%
management
& general 13%
fundraising
5%
client
resources

$1,728,542
$1,846,438
$2,143,642

REVENUE SOURCES
grants

FY16

FY17

FY18

1,833,186

1,573,271

1,371,890

earned income

63,743

60,220

37,460

direct giving

221,432

195,603

290,890

in-kind

25,281

17,344

28,302

total

2,143,642

1,846,438

1,728,542
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CLIENT
RESOURCES
The fight against HIV/AIDS in our community is so
much more than a medical fight against a tricky virus.
It is a fight for the core principles of human dignity and
for social inclusion, a fight against ignorance and fear.
While Four A’s strives to bring its message of hope, health,
and awareness to our entire community. The Client Resources
division is the tip of that very long, very focused spear in providing
direct services to clients across the state whose lives are most
directly impacted by HIV/AIDS. Our clients have, like many of us,
everyday struggles in their lives, financial concerns, substance abuse
and mental health concerns, concerns for family members. But for them,
all of this is compounded by the challenge of dealing with a complicated
disease that too often carries a heavy burden of stigma that isolates them
socially. These individuals face fierce challenges daily, limiting their options for
jobs, housing, and even, ironically, proper medical care.
Our Case Managers work with each individual client to assess needs and dreams and
find a path forward to meet those. The work entails finesse and even artistry as every
client is different: some just need a friendly voice to check in with from time to time, others
need a fierce advocate to stand up for their rights, and still others require an experienced
guide to navigate a complex sea of medical appointments, benefit applications, and life
choices. Four A’s Client Resources Department and Case Managers bring to this work many
years of experience supporting and championing each of our unique clients living with HIV/AIDS
and are adept at filling each of those roles – and many more – as needed.
While Case Managers help clients measure and track lab results and medical appointments
to improve health outcomes, the scope of Four A’s Client Resources work extends into
financial, personal, and emotional dimensions as well. Success for our clients is
recognized in a variety of small but significant ways. We regularly celebrate client
victories, such as a client who completed a job training program and is now
starting a new career, or a client who found sobriety and worked for the first
time in years after living on the streets. We calculate emotional victories
too: Four A’s Case Managers have helped some clients come to terms
with a new diagnosis and learn to accept and love who they are while
forging a new path toward a healthy life.
The clients Four A’s serve
come from all walks of life and
Four A’s Case Managers recognize that each small victory
from all corners of Alaska and the
for one of our clients is a victory for the entire Alaskan
globe. Staff work with each individual
community; and, likewise, that no one can do
to help them regain their footing through
this important work alone. We work always in
a sometimes difficult transition when they
partnership – with each other, with clients
learn of their HIV diagnosis. This is especially
themselves, with clinics, service providers,
exemplified in one particular client, Carl, who came
a plethora of agencies, volunteers,
to Alaska as a refugee. Shortly after arriving, Carl
businesses, and donors. Because
had a medical examination and was given a positive HIV
for our clients, as Four A’s tag
diagnosis. Adjusting to a new country, language, and culture
line says, “It’s All About Life.”
is hard. Imagine adjusting to an HIV diagnosis on top of such
major life changes. Carl’s first meeting with his Case Manager
was done through a translator, but he worked hard to learn English
and soon was able to converse with his Case Manager independently.
Carl took hold of his health, adjusted to his new home, gained employment,
and embraced a completely new culture. All this hard work culminated in Carl
signing up for a U.S. Citizenship course. With this, Carl looks forward to making
his journey complete in starting a new, productive, and healthy life in the U.S.

MISSION
MOMENT
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CLIENT DEMOGRAPHICS BY #OF CLIENTS
GENDER

Female

75

Male

170

RACE

Asian

7
48

Transgender

7

AK Native/Native American

62

African American/Black
More than One/Other

12
119

AGE

0 – 12

0

13 – 24

8

25 – 44

90
138

Pacific Islander/Other
/Not Specified

1

ETHNICITY
34

Hispanic

45 – 64

16

65 and older

218

Perinatal

97
HIV-Positive (not AIDS)

114

CDC-Defined AIDS

98

HIV-Positive
(AIDS status unknown)

39

SUPPORT SERVICES
In FY18, Four A’s
distributed

Non-Hispanic

HIV RISK FACTORS
1

HIV STATUS

Caucasian

Men who Have Sex
with Men (MSM)

24

MSM and IDU

22

Injection Drug Use (IDU)
102

Heterosexual Contact

5

Unknown/Other

1

Hemophilia/
Blood Transfusion

91,770LBS

of food to our
clients through
our food pantry

95%

of clients feel
welcomed, respected,
and supported at
Four A’s.

94%

of clients feel their
quality of life has
improved after accessing
the Four A’s services.

94%

of clients say their case
manager supports them
in achieving their goals.

96%

of clients feel satisfied
with the service they
receive at Four A’s.
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HIV PREVENTION

KEEPING PEOPLE HEALTHY AND SAFE

Four A’s believes that HIV prevention and education
is as important and relevant today as it was 40 years
ago. Four A’s continues to provide these vital services to
the community by giving individuals tools to take charge of their
own sexual health and empowering them to make safer decisions
that help lower their risk of transmitting HIV and Hepatitis C (HCV).
Four A’s accomplishes this by offering free services like rapid HIV and
HCV testing, statewide condom distribution, HIV prevention outreach and
education, and operation of the Four A’s Syringe Access Program (FASAP).
Four A’s offers these prevention services at both its Anchorage and Juneau offices.
Alaska continues to be a low-incidence state for new HIV cases. According to the 2017
State of Alaska HIV Surveillance Report, the most current report, a total of 1,224 new
HIV cases were diagnosed in Alaska between 1982 and 2017. Of these cases, 205 of the
individuals identified as Injection Drug Users (IDUs) and of those, 68 were men that have sex
with men (MSM).
In contrast to new HIV infections, the prevalence of HCV infections in Alaska continues to rise as
the opioid epidemic and injection drug use continues to grow. In 2017, 1,214 new HCV cases were
reported to the State of Alaska Department of Health and Social Services. In partnership with a variety
of community agencies, Four A’s staff reaches those populations at highest risk for HIV and HCV,
including men that have sex with men, high-risk heterosexuals (HRH), and injection drug users.
In the last year, there has been a growing awareness about the opioid epidemic as it affects
communities and their members far and wide, including in Alaska. FASAP continues to be an
indispensable public health tool for reducing new HIV and HCV infections, while connecting individuals
to other resources and helping reduce the harms associated with injection drug use. In an effort to
expand FASAP services, meet the increased needs of participants, decrease the negative effects high
foot traffic was having on neighbors and the office, and to provide services in a larger geographical
region, in July 2018 Four A’s launched a new FASAP Mobile Health Unit program. The mobile unit
travels to various locations in Anchorage and the Mat-Su region, allowing staff to go to high-need areas
and offer syringe exchange services, Narcan distribution, free HIV/HCV testing, condom/safe sex kit
distribution, and harm-reduction counseling to individuals who would otherwise not access services
at the Four A’s office.
The future of Four A’s HIV prevention efforts is looking bright as the programs and services offered
continue to grow thanks to ongoing and new support.

FOUR A’S SYRINGE ACCESS PROGRAM (FASAP) SURVEY

100%
98%
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of clients feel they are treated
with respect and feel supported
at the syringe exchange.

98%

of clients feel FASAP
improved their quality of life.

of clients feel their knowledge
of HIV, Hepatitis C, and healthier
behaviors increased because
of the FASAP.

98%

of clients have utilized
resources or used knowledge
obtained from staff.

HIV TESTING PROGRAM SURVEY
of clients
tested:

100%

• Agreed they were treated
with respect and felt
supported when coming
in for an HIV test.

• Agreed that they were
satisfied with their
experience and services
offered at Four A’s.

• Agreed their knowledge
of HIV and healthier
behaviors had increased
thanks to Four A’s staff.

• Referred friends, family
members, or sexual partners
to Four A’s for HIV testing.

In FY18

TOTAL NUMBER OF

676,222
713,269 Used needles returned.
90,000+ Condoms distributed.
716 HIV rapid tests given.
213 Hepatitis C rapid tests given.
Sterile syringes given out.

(Anchorage and Juneau combined)

MISSION
MOMENT

John discovered a
used syringe in the pocket
of his 17-year-old son’s
pants while doing laundry. This
(Statewide)
happened about a month ago.
Ever since, John has been working
up the courage to talk to his son,
(Anchorage and Juneau combined)
Patrick, about what he found. Patrick’s
mother committed suicide just over one
year
ago. Life has been hard for the father
(Anchorage only)
and son ever since, and now it appeared that
Patrick was injecting drugs. “I don’t even know
where to begin with discussing this with him,” John
told staff over the phone. John had seen Four A’s on
television and decided to reach out for help for him
“You treated me like a
and his son. John had a long discussion with staff
person, like a human.”
about things to keep in mind when talking to his
son; questions to ask and what other services in
– FASAP Participant
the community were available for him. Hours
after the phone discussion, John came to
Four A’s to get clean supplies, Narcan kits,
information on HIV and Hepatitis C, and
medication disposal bags as he believed
his son started by taking opioids that
his wife had been prescribed. With all
this in hand, and with the information
he received from staff, John felt
much more comfortable to begin a
convers ation with his son.
(Anchorage and Juneau combined)
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DEVELOPMENT
Every day, you make a difference at Four
A’s. Your contribution provides a free HIV
test and compassionate counseling to a
young person who is nervous and seeking
answers. Your support buys special holiday
gifts for our clients living with HIV and their
families. You stand by Four A’s in our dedication to
providing compassionate care and support to those
struggling with substance abuse issues. Your dedication
allows Four A’s to see those we serve through some of their
most trying times. None of the success we celebrate at Four
A’s would be possible without you.
Throughout this year, you have shown your support for the work
of Four A’s in so many ways. You have supported us through your
cash donations, Pick.Click.Give. commitments, United Way giving,
sponsorship of a Friday Lunch, enthusiastic participation in Four A’s events,
acting as Four A’s sustaining donors, and as volunteers. You came together
to raise the necessary funds to launch Four A’s Syringe Access Program Mobile
Unit. Your dedication and financial contributions ensured that the Four A’s Juneaubased HIV prevention program will continue to provide crucial HIV prevention work
and resources to their community members. You rang in the “Roaring 20s” at Fetish
Ball’s 20th Anniversary, raising $16,000 for Four A’s mission. You stood with Four A’s
and community members for our World AIDS Day candlelight vigil, honoring and
remembering all those lost to HIV/AIDS. You joined us as we celebrated at PrideFest
in support of our LGBTQ+ friends and family. And hundreds of you dined with us at your
favorite restaurant in April to make “one meal meaningful” during Dining Out For Life.
We are profoundly grateful for your support. It is donors, volunteers, and partners like
you who make everything we do possible. You give the gifts of confidence,
stability, and support to the most vulnerable members of our
community. Thank you.

“I donate to Four
A’s because I know
that people living with HIV
are often some of the most
vulnerable members of our
society, and the tremendous
work that Four A’s As
does is crucial.”
– Four A’s Donor
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PHILANTHROPIST
OF THE YEAR
Michael Mraz

Dr. Michael Mraz was raised in Erie,
Pennsylvania and attended Boston College.
After graduating, he moved to Anchorage and
worked for three years at Four A’s, first as a Jesuit
Volunteer and ultimately as a Case Manager. While
at Four A’s, Michael was instrumental in starting the
Friday Lunch program, which provides a hot meal to
Four A’s clients living with HIV. After leaving Four A’s in
1993, Michael attended the University of Washington Medical
School’s WWAMI program and received his Master’s in Public
Health at Harvard University. Currently, he is an Internist practicing
in Anchorage.
Throughout the years, Michael has remained a consistent donor to Four
A’s providing significant support to the Friday Lunch program, services
directed at clients living with HIV/AIDS, and HIV prevention services.
Four A’s Lead Case Manager, Melba Cooke said, “Michael has
a deep compassion for people. He stood by many clients and
cared for all. Michael has a sincere humility and compassion
for others.”

MISSION
MOMENT

When asked why he continues to give to Four A’s, Michael
said, “I loved working at Four As; it was my first job
A long-term client of Four A’s, Phil,
after college, which started as a JVC volunteer. Those
had struggled with substance abuse
three years of working at Four A’s had a tremendous
and homelessness for many years;
impact on me. They instilled in me confidence and
he had also had several bouts in jail.
exposed me to health issues and disparities; this
Once again, Phil had been incarcerated,
encouraged me to go to medical school and
served a few months in jail, and then was
public health school. So much has changed
released to a halfway house. Upon Phil’s
with regards to HIV care, there have been
release, his Case Manager re-engaged with
such amazing medical breakthroughs,
him and worked within the terms of his release
it’s phenomenal. But, people living with
to restart services. This time, Phil worked very hard
HIV are often vulnerable members
to maintain sobriety and make self-improvements.
of our society and the tremendous
He also applied for a job for the first time in many
work that Four A’s does
years, landed an interview, and was offered a position
is crucial.”
in a local restaurant. The really great thing is that Phil
continues to maintain his first job in years and is proud of
his accomplishment.
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OUR VOLUNTEERS
MAKE IT POSSIBLE

In 2018, 142 volunteers gave over 300 hours of their
time to the Four A’s.
Volunteers served the clients and mission of Four A’s in a
variety of ways; always with passion and enthusiasm. Four A’s
volunteers gave of themselves in many ways over the course of
the year. Each Four A’s special event would not have been possible
without the dedication of these incredible volunteers. They set up
decorations and planned festivities for our special client parties, performed
at Fetish Ball, were ambassadors at the restaurants who took part in Dining
Out For Life, and helped assemble Narcan kits. Over the year, volunteers
also conducted client activities such as fun crafts and special outings. These
activities gave Four A’s clients the opportunity to express themselves in
a safe, empowering environment.

VOLUNTEER
OF THE YEAR

To these dedicated volunteers we say thank you, from the bottom
of our heart, for giving of yourself and your time to Four A’s.
You bring joy into our mission, every day!

Curtis Jon Christensen

“I love volunteering with the Four A’s!
Curtis Jon Christensen has been a volunteer
with Four A’s for about 10 years. Curtis lives
I know at Four A’s, even in just
and works in Juneau and is affectionately known
small ways, I’m making a
as the “condom guy”. There is a reason for this: Curtis
difference in the lives
receives condoms from Four A’s and dispenses them
of my neighbors.”
around Juneau. Curtis goes to the bars and the Glory Hall,
Juneau’s emergency shelter and soup kitchen, filling up the Four
– Syringe Exchange
A’s condom dispensers placed in those locations. Many patrons and
Volunteer
staff of these organizations have come to know Curtis and are quick to
mention the importance of this voluntary service he provides. Sometimes
local community members will even come up to Curtis and ask him if
he has any condoms to give out. Four A’s Southeast Advisory Board
member Melissa Griffiths said, “Most people likely don’t know where
the condoms come from but benefit nonetheless. His dedication
to this commitment is an indication of the love he has for his
community — both LGBTQ and Juneau in general.”

When asked why he volunteers for Four A’s Curtis said, “I
had a friend named Marlene Chapman, “Chap” was her
nickname. She was the first gay person I met when I was
about five. She was a very kind and loving person who
would help anyone that needed help; she also worked
at an AIDS hospice. She was the first person I came
out to and told I was gay. Shortly after, she took
me to her workplace where I was able to see the
AIDS epidemic firsthand. That day changed my
life forever. I’ll never forget that day and the
people that I met. That is why I volunteer. I
strongly believe in the love we all have for
our brothers and sisters on this planet.”
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BOARD MEMBER
SPOTLIGHT
Nick Whitmore

I’ve been a member of Four A’s Board of
Directors for going on 5 years in 2018. When
I first joined the board, the only relationship
I had with the organization was engaging with
Four A’s while it was promoting harm reduction
and prevention at events around Anchorage. What
surprised me the most after interacting and learning
about Four A’s operations and services was the breadth
of services beyond harm reduction and prevention that
Four A’s provides to those affected by HIV/AIDS and to the
community as a whole.
From housing options to the syringe access program, the food
pantry to the exceptional client care provided by our extremely
dedicated case managers, and everything in between, it’s
clear to see the Four A’s drive to provide timely and quality
services on a daily basis. I look forward to all Four A’s
community events with the energy that volunteers,
donors, staff, and community members bring in
support of the organization.
The past 5 years have been a highly rewarding
experience working with the Four A’s staff,
clients, and community. I look forward to
continuing to be a part of this amazing
organization working to achieve its
core mission of supporting and
empowering those living with,
affected by, or at risk for
HIV/AIDS.

THANK YOU
TO OUR 2018

FR I D AY
LUNCH
SPONSORS
Anchorage Unitarian
Universalist Fellowship
Anders & Leslie Harstad-Bell
Andrew Castelli
Bear Tooth Theater & Pub
Beth Saltonstall
Brooks Banker
Casual Encounters Catering
Chrissy Bell
Derek Johnson
First Congregational Church
Four A’s Board of Directors
Four A’s Staff
Gilead Sciences
Great Land Infusion Pharmacy
Heather Davis
Imperial Court of All Alaska
Maureen Suttman
Matt Cook
Michael King
Michael Mraz
Olive Garden
Petra Davis
Saint Elizabeth Ann Seton Parish
The Swenarton Family
Trevor Storrs
Urban Greens
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CLIENT STORIES
& QUOTES
“Without your help I would have
never got this done, thank you.”
–

Keith, HIV Testing Participant

Danny had never been tested for HIV. He didn’t think
he was “in danger of getting anything because I always
use a condom, always,” Danny insisted to his tester. Just
a few months ago, however, Danny came up positive for
chlamydia and syphilis after being tested because he noticed
some symptoms. He was shocked and scared. “It cleared up with
medication but now I am just terrified I have something else like
HIV.” Danny tested as soon as he noticed symptoms which was the
right time for STDs, but HIV doesn’t show up that soon with the rapid
testing. “I got a blood draw for HIV too but even then, they said it
could be too early for that test.” Danny was now out of the threemonth window period that is recommended for getting tested for
HIV using the rapid test. Staff sat down with Danny to educate
Mason
and counsel him on protecting himself in the future. In the end,
and Jill live
his HIV test was negative. To Danny, this was an eye-opening
in an area with
experience for him. He now knows he can get STDs even
a limited public
when using condoms. He plans to get tested more
transportation system.
frequently when he starts having sex again, which
Mason and Jill did not have
according to him, “won’t be for a long, long time.”
the funds to afford a reliable
car and found this greatly impacted
their ability to sustain themselves. As
a result, they were having trouble getting
to job interviews, job centers, medical
“The syringe exchange is a place
appointments, and grocery stores. In a
where I do not feel ashamed, and
case such as this, designated Four A’s funding
guilty, for being an addict.”
allowed for the purchase of a bicycle in lieu of
other transportation options. The couples’ Case
– Lisa, FASAP Participant
Manager requested and received approval for the
purchase of two cost-effective bicycles for the clients.
With the receipt of their bicycles, the couple returned
to their job-searching efforts with vigor and are now able
to access medical appointments and quality grocery stores
with ease. They also have the added benefits of exercise and
improved mental health from being able to use their bikes to
enjoy the beautiful Alaskan outdoors.
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“I love that Four A’s puts on
special events for us and our loved
ones. It is an opportunity to socialize
with staff and each other and forget
about some of the hardships we might
be facing. They truly care.”
– Four A’s Client

Sarah began using the exchange about one year ago after hearing about it from a peer. Sarah
had already known about FASAP, but the shame she felt about her addiction kept her from
making the first visit. Her friend shared the positive experiences she had at FASAP, and Sarah
finally decided to visit. Staff went through the quick 60 second orientation to the program
by explaining how the exchange works, the rules that need to be followed and the
services that Four A’s provides. Sarah hesitantly asked staff about abscesses
and asked if staff could look at some that she was concerned about. Sarah
had several abscesses, and it was recommended that she see a medical
professional immediately before the infections spread to other
areas. Weeks later Sarah came to the exchange. She had gone
through surgery to remove the abscesses and showed staff
the stitched-up areas. Through education and Sarah’s
“Four A’s is
willingness to learn how to inject more safely, she
the only place
has gone months without an abscess and in turn
says she feels healthier and not so “sickly.”
where I feel like people

understand that I am as
prone to relapse using heroin
as any other substance, maybe
even more so. The important thing is
being safe when using. Even when you
stop using, you really have to be ready
to stop completely and I wish more
programs understood this. Four
A’s helps you feel hope.”
– FASAP
Participant
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DONORS
PATRONS
($10,000+)

Alaska Mental Health
Trust Authority
Comer Family Foundation
Mat-Su Health Foundation
Municipality of Anchorage
Providence Alaska
Medical Center
Rasmuson Foundation
United Way of Anchorage

LEADERS
($5K-$9.9K)

Alaska Regional Hospital
Anonymous
Broadway Cares
Corbett Mothe
Credit Union 1
FASAP Donations Anchorage
Juneau Emergency
Medical Associates
Middlecott Foundation
Pride Foundation

PARTNERS
($1K-$4.9K)

Anchorage Log
Cabin Quilters
Candace Bell
Christopher J. Taylor
Derek Johnson
Drs. Michael &
Laurie Bleicher
Edward & Nina Yakely
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Erich Scheunemann

Derek Johnston

Great Land

Dr. Benjamin Westley

Infusion Pharmacy

Dr. Jay & Narda Butler

Heather Davis

Drs. Robert & Joan Bundtzen

Kaladi Brothers Coffee

Edward V. Woznicki

Kent Richard

Gilead Sciences

Hoffman Foundation
McGivney’s Sports
Bar & Grill

Heather & Josh Harris
Jim Baldwin
John Pepe

Dr. Michael Mraz

Larry D. Jones

Nordstrom Cares

Larry Olson

Pangea Restaurant

Laurie Gregory &

& Lounge

Griffith Steiner

Peter & Jo Michalski

Mike Moora

Pizza Man

Nancy Davis

Rick Miller & April Arnett

Network For Good

Rustic Goat

Nika Snell

Ryan Webb

O’Malley Firetap

Table 6 & Haute Quarter Grill

Alehouse & Restaurant

Turkey Red LLC

Patricia McAdoo

United Way of

Robin A. Figueroa

Southeast Alaska

FRIENDS
($500-$999)

Allen Moma & Laura Jones
Altman, Rogers & Co.
Anonymous
BP Fabric of America Fund
Brian Chen &
Timothy Pearson
Bryan & Amy Anderson
Carpenters
Advancement Fund
Casual Encounters Catering
Christine Woll

Rod Gordon &
Dennis Richardson
Saint Elizabeth
Ann Seton Parish
Susan C. Orlansky &
Jim Bouchard
Thomas Bucceri &
George Taylor

VISIONARIES
($100-$499)

2 Friends Gallery
Abigail Wright & Carl Pohjola
Aisha Barnes &
David Stevenson

Cynder Gray

Alan Schuyler

Dean Nelson &

Alaska Advanced Dentistry

Rhonda Roberts

Alaska Leather, Inc.

Charlee Gribbon

Alaska Native Tribal

Charles Hamilton

Health Consortium

Cheeky Chic Designs

Imperial Court of
All Alaska
Jacqueline & Gordon
Higby

Amber Leach

Cheryl Mandala

Anchorage Ballet

Chris Logan

Jacqueline Carr

Anchorage Lodge No. 1534

Christopher Oeser

James Fall

Anchorage Unitarian

Claire Geldhof

James Holm

Colleen Sue McDonald

Jamez Terry

ConocoPhillips

Jana Hayenga

Dan Seiser & Mark Bell

Jane & Norman Schlittler

Andi Story

Danielle K. Dittmer, LPC

Jasmine Stokes

Andrea & Monica Isabella

David Hannon

Jenny Dawson

Andrew Castelli

David Newcomb

Jerry Shane McEwen

Andrew White

David S. Kasser

Joanne Myers

Angela Dunn

Diane Timberlake

John & Tina Delapp

Ann Jache

Dr. Morris & Lorrie Horning

Karl Wilhelmi

Anne Nevaldine, PhD

Duane Miller

Kathleen Bisson

Anonymous

Eileen Loftus

Kathy Klos

Barbara Brink &

Emily Green

Kelly & Karl Pasch

F.R. Bell and Associates

Kelly Reynolds

Bartlett Regional Hospital

FASAP Donations - Juneau

Kevin Bergsrud

Bear Tooth Theater & Pub

First Congregational

Krista Schwarting

Universalist Fellowship
Anders & Leslie
Harstad-Bell

Heather O’Brien

Bell’s Nursery

Church

Kristin M. Lanz

Bill J. Wilks

Gail & Jan Sieberts

Kroger

Brian Lyons & Harry Deuber

Gail Jackson

Kyla Freidenbloom

Brooks Banker

Gayle Schuh &

Lang Holen Davin

Bruce Schultz

Julie Schmidt

Laura Lucas

Gayle Trivette

Laura Oden

Byrdhouse Art

Glenn Bafia

Laurie Wolf

Caitlin Riley

GonZo AK

Linda Isaac

Cara, Davin & Ruari

Greg & Kelley Hartlieb

Linda Kumin

Gregory Johnson

Lindsey Hartman

Carolyn Foust Stiles

Heather & Leif Sawyer

Lissa Budrow

Castle Megastore

Heather Flynn

Mara Carnahan

Catherine R. Smith &

HIV Testing Donations -

Marc & Rochelle Wilhelm

BurgerFi

O’Brien-Holen

Suzanne Marshall
Catholic Archdiocese
of Anchorage

Anchorage
Hope McGratty &
Tyler Jones

Mari Jamieson
Mariben O’Brien
Marie Matsuno Nash

Hope Wing, N.D.
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Marjorie Schultze &
Delores Petersen
Marsha Burns &
Lynn Highland

Michael Richardson
Saint Elizabeth Ann
Seton Parish

Abigail Saltonstall
Adam Lees
Adam Womble
AK Starfish Company

Marta Kurowski

Sam Iaquinta

Mary Ann & Michael Lee

Sandy Spencer

Mary McIlmail

Saralyn Tabachnick

Aliah Alldredge

Mary Ruebelmann

Scott & Kathleen Griffith

Alison Gazay

Matt Cook

Sean Fitzgerald

Alison Harpe

Matt & Nate Allen

Sharon Smith

Allison Black

Maureen Suttman

Shelli Cutting

Allison Blechman

Maxim Mamontov

Sonya Harris &

Allison Foust

Melba Cooke

Alaska Marine
Conservation Council

Andrew Johnson

Allison Hewey

Stallard Family Fund

Alyson Currey

Michael Akee

of the Sacramento

Amber Lankin

Michael King

Region Community

Amy Bristol

Foundation

Amy Holman

Mexico In Alaska

Michael Wardman &
Dale Looman

Stephen Williams

Andrea Nutty

Myer Hutchinson

Steve Bower

Angelena Stewart

Nate Mills

Suerea Ness

Ann Conducy

Network For Good

Susan & Marc June

Ann Porter

Nick Whitmore

Tandy Leather

Anna Edgerly-Moore

Olive Garden

Teddy & Cindy Michel

Anne Marie Moylan

Omer & Carol Carey

Teri Straughn

Annette Hewitt

Owen & Jean Carey

The Men’s Wearhouse

Annie Calkins

Patrick Clark

The Swenarton Family

Annie Davenport

Paul & Jacqueline

Thomas Williams &

Anonymous

Frederickson

Robert Lau Kant

Peg Faithful &
Robert Hume
Peggy & Clayton Davis

Anthony Scott

Timothy Stallard

April Rezendes

Trevor Storrs &

April Wisebaker

Stephan Smith

Arthur Behm & Alyson

Peggy Nielson

Tyler Robinson

Penny Cordes

Urban Greens

Arthur Curry

Petra Davis

Viola Smith

Asha Falcon

Phoebe Rohrbacher

Zachariah Hughes

Ashley Johnson

SUSTAINERS

Ashlin Larsen

Pure Romance
Reverend Martin Eldred
Robert & Leslie Baker
Robin Lutz
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Ross Crich &

Rooney-Behm

Audra Henderson

($99-UNDER)

Aurah Landau

Abbie Wolfe

Barbara Karl

Barbara Pittman
Beth Stanford

Dennis Walker &
Elliot Garrison

James Carns
James Hale

Bill & Jan MacClarence

Donna & Edward Hyatt

James Kniseley

Billy Harbour

Dora Gomez

James Metcalfe

Bob Nelson

Doug Kossler

Jamie Newsom Eaton

Bob Vasquez

Douglas Odell

Jamin Hall

Bradley Perkins

Dr. James & Teresa Carns

Jane Barnes

Brenda Gail Davis

Edna Towarak

Jared Breyer

Brenda Taylor

Elaine Snowden

Jared Cockman

Brian S. Thompson &

Elizabeth Van Patten

Jason Hodges

Emily Ricci

Jaydon Mitchell

Britta Tonnessen

ENSTAR

Jean Sauget

Brittany Walkenford

Erik & Robin Hill

Jeanette Alas

Carlos Romero Jimenez

Erin Laughlin

Jen Gordon

Carol Zerbe

Erin Rose

Jen Romch

Casey Denny

Evelyn Bonner

Jennifer Hall Jones

Casey Eichhorn

Frank Bell

Jenny Naylor Kimball

Casey Griffith

Gayle Schuth

Jeremy Davies

CB Brady

Gerald Timmons

Jesse Law

Celia Crossett

Grant Arend

Jessica Spurrier

Charlene Franklin

Grant Deussing

Jill M. Johnson

Cheryl Westley

Greg Pittman

Jim Sykes

Chris Terry & Bob Hancock

Gregory Tsebaute

Jo Lamson

Christine Sitbon

Hannah Lager

John Aronno

Christopher Allen

Heather Harlow

John Woodbury

Christopher Force

Heather Tibor

Cindie’s Boutique

Henry Dorsch

Clara Chapin

Holly Tabaczka

Clarice Chambers

Hugh Brown, III

Colby Bleicher

Iklim Goksel

Colton Lauwers

Indigo Tea Lounge

Cori Stennett

Jackie Tanghe

David Adkins Brown

Jacquelyn May &

David Butts & Scott

Darcie Lockie

Ross Mason

Williams
David Donatelli
David Schraer
Debbie Mullin
Deborah Nance
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Jok Bondurant

Len Story

Joleen Weaver

Leslie & Samantha

Joni Haas

Ryan Hill
Michael Stark
Michael Thomas &

Joseph Turtle

Leslie Holden

Julia Terry

Leslie Kleinfeld

Juneau Teen Health Center

Lina Allen

Middle Way Cafe

J.W. Fair

Linda Lazzell

Mikel Wiles

Kanclus Lee

Lindy Ferguson

Monica Elkinton-Englund

Karl Schulte

Lisa Farber

Municipal Employee

Kate Lee

Lisa Friesen

Katherine Burrill

Lisa Warbrick

Murph O’Brien

Katherine Osborne

Liz Taylor

Natalie Newman

Katherine Payton

Liz Turner

Nellie Phillips

Kathleen McCoy

Lloyd Hunt

Nellie Weiss

Kathleen Metcalfe &

Lois Kendrick

Nicole Knox

Lt. Col. Marjorie Ream

Nina Murtah

Lucy Peckham &

Owen Hutchinson

Ray Brudie
Kathryn Morin
Kendra Springer

John Osnes

Shawn Weber

Campaign - Anchorage

Patricia Petrivelli

Kent Kotiltiase

Lyda Rossi

Paul Begich

Kiefer Davis

Lynn McClure

Philip Mehlbaum

Kimberly Allely

Margaret Davisson

Rachel Gearhart

Kimberly Reves

Margaret Grinnell

Rachel Scandling

Kimberly Wetzel

Marguerite & Kimberly

Raelynn Smith

Kirk Staggs

Crawford

Rayetta Frison

Kirstin Trujillo-Brady

Maria Tartaglia

Rebecca Davenport

Krista Schwarting

Mark & Darcy Davis

Rebecca Shaw

Kristen Carte &

Marlee Mitchell

Rich Mystrom

Bryan Pittman

Marty Osredker

Richard & Connie McAffrey

Kyle & Liliana Griffiths

Mary Huss

Richard Helm

La Bodega

Maureen Stage

Robert Daniels

Laura Carpenter

Max Rosen

Robert Labbe

Laura Herman

Max Stanley

Robert Orallo

Laura Long Sacrone

Mel Hilborn

Robin O ‘Donoghue

Laura Wallrath

Melanie Bowen

Robyn Henry

Lauren & Richard Mitchell

Melinda Freemon

Rose Hanson

Lawrence Woodall &

Melissa Griffiths

Rosemary Dehusson

Melissa Shein

Rosita Johnson

Merry McGranahan

Russell Parsley

Michael Covone

Ruth Ann Bledsoe

David Gibson
Lee Harrington
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McNelly

Michael Kvasnicka &

Ruth Sheridan
Ruthann Dohner
Sadie Beck Ingalls
Sanya Krenzelok
Sara Baton
Sarah Adamski

Sylvia Short

Sarah Sledge

Tanya Kolinski

Scarlett Gerber

Teriana Makarewicz

Schelly Petumenos

Thomas Box

Scott Haan

Thomas Emerson

Seina Bell

Thomas Linklater &

Sevigny Studio

Gina Spartz

Shalyn Harris

Tim Mraz

Shannon Shea

Timothy Stallard

Shauna Carson

Todd Savoie

Shelia Woodhouse

Tonda Wolfe

Sheridan Sherlock

Tony Zemljich

Sherry Eckrich &

Tracey Streans

Paul Winkel

Tracy Green

Signe Plgnalberi

Travis Neff

Spenard Roadhouse

Ursula Iha

Stan Olchowski

Vaughn Braul

Stephanie Silianoff

Virgina Marchlinski

Stewart Cain

Wade Gruhl

Susan Brusehaber

Walter Snell

Susan Gullickson

Wendy Caudle

Susan Hamilton

Zhenia Peterson

Susan Williams

Zion Winfrey

THANK YOU

WHEN
YOU GIVE
MONTHLY,

We are grateful to all of our donors and do our best
to maintain a thorough and accurate record of
you ensure Alaskan
donations received. Ticket sales and some auction
lives continue to be
purchases are not counted as donations. If you
changed by Four A’s. Visit:
believe there has been an error or omission,
tinyURL.com/FourAsMonthly
please contact pdavis@alaskanaids.org
to make a monthly gift, which makes
it easy for you to make a big impact.
or (907) 263-2046.
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Staff
Angela Dunn, Hispanic Case Manager
Douglas Echternacht, HIV Prevention Harm
Reduction Specialist
Emily Philbin, Case Manager
Franci Viens, Ryan White/ADAP Specialist
Heather Davis, Executive Director
Jacob Hale, Office and Finance Manager
Kathrin McCarthy, Southeast HIV Prevention Specialist
Kimberly Stoltz, Director of Client Resources
Martina Diamond, Case Manager
Matt Allen, Director of HIV Prevention and Education
Melba Cooke, Lead Case Manager
Mercy Rains, Southeast Case Manager
Petra Davis, Director of Development
Tammera Wagner-Loomis, Case Manager
Tyler Pinnell, HIV Prevention Harm Reduction Specialist

Board of Directors
Kyle Griffiths, President
Hope McGratty, Vice President

CONTACT
INFORMATION
WWW.ALASKANAIDS.ORG
FOUR A’S

1057 W. Fireweed Lane, Suite 102
Anchorage, AK 99503
Monday – Friday 9:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
(907) 263-2050 | Fax (907) 263-2051
aaaa@alaskanaids.org

FOUR A’S SOUTHEAST

174 S. Franklin St, Suite 207
PO Box 21481 (Mailing)
Juneau, AK 99801
(907) 586-6089 | Fax (907) 586-1089
(888) 660-2437
aaaase@alaskanaids.org

STATEWIDE
HELPLINE

(800) 478-AIDS (2437)

Nick Whitmore, Treasurer
Ryan Webb, Secretary
Beth Saltonstall
Candace Bell
David Butts
Melissa Griffiths
David Hannon
Richard Miller
Nicole Nelson
Viola Smith

Southeast
Advisory Board
Claire Geldhof
Melissa Griffiths
Owen Hutchinson

Thank you to everyone who Picked,
Clicked, and Gave a portion of their
PFDs to Four A’s in 2018. Thanks to
your generosity, Four A’s received a total of
$7,800. When you file for your PFD in 2019,
please consider donating through Pick.Click.
Give to the Alaskan AIDS Assistance Association.
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